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Introduction
Consumers usually complain that the retail gasoline price responds faster to increases in wholesale prices than to decreases, especially when the market is volatile. Karrenbrock (1991) , Du¤y-Deno (1996) and Borenstein et al. (1997) all study the US gasoline market and conclude that their data provide strong evidence that this perceived phenomenon is real rather than only being a misperception by consumers.
Moreover, Borenstein et al. (1997) …nd that this asymmetry does not only occur in the adjustment process of retail prices to changes in wholesale prices, but also in the adjustment of spot oil prices to changes in crude oil prices. The evidence is similar for Canada (Eckert 2002 ) and for some European countries (Bacon 1991; Galeotti et al. 2003) .
The gasoline industry is not the only industry where asymmetric price adjustment to cost changes occurs. Hannan and Berger (1991) and Neumark and Sharpe (1992) …nd that banks adjust both mortgage rates and consumer deposit rates asymmetrically when the central bank changes its interest rate. The adjustment typically exhibits upward ‡exibility and downward rigidity on mortgage rates, whereas the opposite is true for deposit rates. Therefore, the banks take advantage of both directions of interest movements by the central bank. In both the gasoline and the banking industry, input-price movement is observable to (alert) consumers, which explains why consumers recognize the asymmetric nature of the adjustment. However, for some other industries that impact even more on consumers'daily life (e.g., meat and vegetables), consumers can hardly observe input price ‡uctuations and hence the asymmetry is not easily observed. Ward (1982) and Goodwin and Harper (2000) con…rm that also in these industries asymmetric price adjustment is the rule. Peltzman (2000) generalizes this line of research to 77 consumer goods and 165 intermediate goods across di¤erent industries and …nds the asymmetry in more than two-thirds of the markets.
Although these empirical studies uncover asymmetric price adjustment to cost shocks as a stylized fact, economic theory that can explain this phenomenon is only emerging. We will review some of these recent theories in the next Section. In traditional microeconomic theory though, variations of input prices a¤ect the output price through marginal cost. The transmission from marginal cost to the price is governed by market power. The direction of the cost shocks does not play a role.
The discrepancy between the empirical prevalence of asymmetric price adjustment and the prediction from textbook theory requires attention. This paper reports on a series of experiments designed to shed light on the mechanisms behind the "Rocket-and-Feathers"phenomenon. Our strategy is to implement an environment, where asymmetric price adjustment should not occur according to theory and to check if we still observe it. Our ultimate aim is to identify behavioral factors that might lead to the phenomenon. Our experiments are based on the simplest market environment (two sellers and one buyer) with costly buyer search and exogenous cost shocks. Homogeneous sellers set their prices given a common production cost.
A buyer (demanding one unit of the product) observes one price for free and has to decide whether to buy or to incur some search cost to learn the other price.
As in Diamond (1971) , who …rst studied such an environment, conventional theory predicts that producers charge the monopoly price for any level of positive search cost. This result seems counter-intuitive, as in the absence of search cost competitive prices would be predicted. This extreme impact of even a tiny search cost is typically referred to as the "Diamond Paradox".
In order to study the occurrence of asymmetric price adjustment we introduce cost shocks. Initially, the production cost is commonly known to both sellers and the buyer. After a few periods a random production cost shock may occur. With equal probability the cost increases, stays the same or decreases. Sellers learn the realization of the shock before they set their prices in the after-shock markets, while the buyers only know the stochastic process which governs the shock. The introduction of the shock does not change the prediction that monopoly prices should be charged. Since the monopoly price in our basic setting is always equal to the buyer's valuation (which does not vary with the production cost), sellers should still charge the same price regardless of the realization of the shock. The theory predicts no adjustment in our environment.
We …nd that play in the laboratory deviates systematically and persistently from the theoretical predictions. Prices are well below the monopoly price and widely dispersed over the range from production cost to monopoly price. After the shock, the prices adjust in the direction of the cost changes with very di¤erent speeds depending on the direction of the shock. Prices jump up immediately after a positive shock. In contrast, prices hardly adjust in the …rst period after a negative shock, but fall gradually thereafter. Despite the unequal adjustment speed, the long run adjustment in magnitude seems to be symmetric. We show that bounded rationality and adaptive expectations of buyers can explain these …ndings. The widespread intuition that collusion is necessary for asymmetric price adjustment is rejected, as we …nd asymmetric price adjustment with prices well below the equilibrium price.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the rational for our experimental design, points out our contribution and relates our work to existing theoretical and experimental studies. Section 3 lays out the theoretical framework and derives theoretical predictions. Section 4 describes the experimental procedure.
In Section 5 we report the results on both aggregate and individual level. In Section 6 we show that bounded rationality and adaptive expectations nicely …t the data and explain our …ndings. Section 7 summarizes the paper.
Background and …ndings
The …rst intuition that springs to mind why prices adjust asymmetrically to cost shocks is (tacit) collusion. Borenstein et al. (1997) based on Tirole (1988) argue that in a world with imperfect monitoring and multiple equilibria, …rms can coordinate on a high-price equilibrium using past prices as the focal point. Then …rms will stick to past prices when costs fall. If costs increase old prices might not be pro…table anymore, which leads to the coordination on a new price. Recently, some theoretical work by Lewis (2004) , Yang and Ye (2008) and Tappata (2009) has shown that this mechanism is not necessary for asymmetric price adjustment to occur. These papers examine markets with costly price search by consumers and in-formation asymmetries.
1 The mechanism that generates the "Rocket-and-Feather"
phenomenon is based on a) price dispersion and b) di¤erent updating speeds after positive and negative cost shocks. Yang and Ye (2008) assume a continuum of …rms with a capacity constraint and a continuum of consumers with three types of search cost. Equilibrium price dispersion (on two prices) occurs in the static model. In contrast, Tappata (2009) assumes a …nite number of …rms and buyers (with heterogeneous search cost), which also generates price dispersion (with a …nite number of prices charged). Both papers assume Markov processes with some persistence to govern the cost dynamics, in which asymmetric price adjustment occurs naturally through the updating process of heterogeneous consumers. The heterogeneity of consumers is crucial here. Alternatively, instead of assuming rationality of both sellers and buyers, Lewis (2004) developed a reference-price search model where the buyers hold adaptive expectations of the market price distributions in a dynamic model. Assuming price dispersion (without actually endogenizing it), Lewis suggests that when the cost shock is positive the sellers are forced to raise the prices immediately (as the pro…t margin is depressed) and consumers search more when prices are higher than expected. However, if the shock is negative, the sellers only need to reduce the price enough to prevent search. The search intensity stays at similar levels when prices are equal or slightly lower than expected, and hence updating happens at a much slower pace when costs have fallen.
Our experimental design is guided by empirical questions arising from the theoretical work reviewed above. Firstly, do we need tacit collusion in order to observe asymmetric price adjustment? For this reason we chose a setup where collusion does not play a role; in our setting theory predicts monopoly prices already. Secondly, do we need an environment where price dispersion arises from equilibrium behavior of fully rational consumers and …rms? Consequently, we use an environment where price dispersion is not an equilibrium in order to see if we still see price dispersion in 1 There also exist theories developed by macroeconomists, suggesting that asymmetric adjustment occurs if …rms (facing nominal shocks) have to pay menu cost to adjust the prices under an in ‡ationary trend (Tsiddon 1993; Ball and Mankiw 1994; Ellingsen et al. 2006) . However, Chen et al. (2008) …nd that asymmetric price adjustment still occurs in the …eld in periods when there is no in ‡ation. the laboratory. Thirdly, assuming that we observe price dispersion, do we need an environment with heterogeneity where rational expectations and updating leads to asymmetric adjustment? Alternatively, does an environment su¢ ce, where rational expectations would lead to symmetric adjustment, as subjects in the laboratory have adaptive expectations and cause asymmetric adjustment by searching according to them? To answer this last question we chose an environment without any asymmetries (i.e. …rms are identical and there is only one consumer per market), where rational expectations prevent asymmetric adjustment speeds. The resulting design is highly unfavorable for asymmetric price adjustment, as none of the ingredients recent theories use to explain it is present. Neither Collusion, price dispersion nor di¤erent updating speeds because of heterogeneous agents with rational expectations are predicted to occur in our setting.
The market environment we implement is such that it creates a Diamond equilibrium, which gives a crisp prediction: unitary monopoly prices. To …ll the gap between this extreme and the other of marginal cost pricing in Bertrand competition, a large number of theoretical models (which generate equilibrium price dispersion) were developed (e.g., Reinganum 1979; Braverman 1980; Varian 1980; Burdett and Judd 1983; Carlson and McAfee 1983; Rob 1985; Stahl 1989) . Equilibrium price dispersion arises in these models mainly due to the introduction of heterogeneity of either sellers (in production cost) and/or the buyers (in search cost or search technology). The experimental evidence on the Diamond Paradox is mixed. Grether et al. (1988) observed prices close to the monopoly price in three out of four sessions they conducted. More recent studies (David and Holt 1996; Abrams et al. 2000) …nd evidence that search cost increases prices but does not lead to the monopoly outcome. Interestingly, Cason and Friedman (2003) observe that prices are close to monopoly prices if the buyers are played by computer automata, while they are much lower if the buyers are people.
The knife-edge nature of the Diamond equilibrium relies on two classical assumptions typically made by solution concepts for dynamic games of imperfect information. First, the buyer has the correct belief that both sellers charge the same price in equilibrium, which rules out searching. Second, the sellers have common knowledge of rationality, which implies that each player is able to compute best responses and also knows that the other players are. In contrast to this, analyzing individual behavior in our experiment suggests the existence of a signi…cant portion of bounded rationality (or noisy behavior) of both sellers and buyers. Baye and Morgan (2004) show that allowing for bounded rationality leads to price dispersion in a standard Bertrand Oligopoly, as observed in experimental studies (Dufwenberg and Gneezy 2000; Abrams et al. 2000) . Compared to the simple Bertrand model, the Diamond environment is more complex and an even higher level of cognitive ability is required to …nd the optimal strategy. Given the higher level of complexity it is also less likely that a player believes the others have adequate cognitive abilities to solve for equilibrium. We conjecture that bounded rationality and/or the lack of common knowledge of rationality is likely to be at work in the Diamond world. Our data shows that the sellers' pricing strategies (and the buyers' searching decisions) are consistent with Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE; McKelvey and Palfrey 1995), which models bounded rationality by assuming that players'choices are stochastic where the probability of playing a strategy increases with the expected payo¤.
Once we allow for noise in best-responses (like in QRE) price dispersion occurs naturally. If price dispersion is present then the buyers need to form beliefs about the price distribution in order to decide if searching is expected to be pro…table. Buyers in the laboratory are found to be adaptive learners, who form their expectations according to the prices observed in previous markets. After a cost shock when production cost becomes the sellers'private information, more searching speeds up the buyers'updating process of the true cost state. After a positive shock it is in the interest of the sellers to convince buyers that the cost has gone up as quickly as possible, as they want to make sure that buyers quickly learn that prices now will be higher in general. As a consequence prices jump up immediately. Facing a marketwide price jump, adaptive buyers initially search, as they believe that the second price is likely to be lower. The high frequency of search leads to rapid updating.
After a negative shock it is in the interest of the sellers to slow down the di¤usion of knowledge on the direction of the cost shock. Sellers initially keep their prices at the pre-shock level. Buyers with adaptive expectations have no strong incentive to search if the prices stay where they were before. Updating is slow as there is not much searching. However, gradually the information that the cost has fallen …lters through. Firms adjust their prices accordingly. Price adjustment is asymmetric.
In summary we …nd that a) tacit collusion is not necessary for asymmetric price adjustment, b) the market does not have to be such that (rational) theory predicts price dispersion for asymmetric price adjustment to be observed, and c) no speci…c kind of heterogeneity is needed to generate di¤erent updating speeds after positive and negative cost shocks.
Theoretical framework
We adopt a simple two-phase dynamic market game, which incorporates search cost, information asymmetries and an exogenous cost shock. We will refer to the two phases as pre-shock and after-shock phase. Without loss of generality we assume that each phase consists of a …nite number of k markets. In each market, there are two sellers and one buyer. Each seller intends to sell one unit of a homogeneous product which costs mc to produce. The buyer demands only one unit of this product and values it at v > mc.
The timing in the market is the following. First, sellers -indexed 1 and 2 -independently and simultaneously set prices p 1 and p 2 . After both sellers have set their prices, one of these prices is randomly drawn and displayed to the buyer for free. Having observed the free sample price p i the buyer can either buy at that price, search, or exit the market. The market ends immediately, if the buyer chooses to buy or exit. However, if search is chosen, the buyer learns the other …rm's price p i :
Searching is costly though. A search cost c is incurred by a buyer who chooses to search. Having observed both prices, the buyer can choose to buy at any of the two prices, or exit the market.
The buyers'valuation, search cost and production cost are common knowledge and remain constant in all pre-shock markets. Between the pre-shock and aftershock phase an industry-wide cost shock may occur, i.e., the production cost mc may take on a di¤erent value. The realization of the post-shock marginal cost is privately observed by all sellers, whereas buyers only know the stochastic process which governs the shock.
2 Apart from the cost shock and the arising private knowledge of the sellers, the after-shock markets are otherwise the same as the pre-shock markets.
A seller's payo¤ in a particular market is i = p i mc given that he can sell the good. Otherwise, i is equal to 0. The buyer's payo¤ (conditional on buying)
in each market is equal to her valuation, less the price paid and the search cost (if search takes place). In situations where the buyer exits the market, the payo¤ is either 0 or c depending on whether exit occurs before or after search.
The monopoly equilibrium
It is obvious that our model yields a perfectly competitive Bertrand equilibrium if search is free (i.e., c = 0). However, the equilibrium shifts to the other extreme (the monopoly equilibrium) if there exists only a small positive search cost. In order to prove this we need to introduce some notation. Denote the price seller i sets in market t 2 f1; 2; :::; T g as p it : Further denote the density function of the stochastic process that determines the marginal cost in period t as f t (mc).
3 The price a buyer sees …rst (before searching) is denoted by p 1 t ; while the second price (after search) is given by p 2 t : The choice a buyer makes after observing the …rst price is a Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibrium that also satis…es subgame perfection, where p it = v 8i 2 f1; 2g ; t 2 f1; 2:::T g;
8t 2 f1; 2:::T g;
8t 2 f1; 2:::T g:
give the strategies. 
is the optimal strategy for the buyer with the correct beliefs about the second price once he has seen the …rst
Given this optimal response of the buyers, the ex ante expected equilibrium pro…t of seller i is given by
Observe that seller 1 always has an incentive to deviate by mimicking seller 2 and charging p 2t . His expected pro…t then would be equal to (p 2 mc)=2. There is no stage game equilibrium with p 1 p 2 > c:
(ii) Suppose there exists an equilibrium with c p 1 p 2 > 0; then the sequentially rational continuation on the equilibrium path is
This time seller 2 has an incentive to mimic seller 1 as increasing the price to p 1 increases the expected payo¤ from (p 2 mc)=2 to (p 1 mc)=2: So p 1 p 2 c cannot hold in any equilibrium.
(iii) From above we know that p 1 p 2 = 0 (i.e., p 1 = p 2 = p ) must hold in any equilibrium. We can rule out p below mc or above v, as sellers have non-positive expected payo¤s. Sellers can always deviate either upwards or downwards to get a positive expected payo¤. Therefore, we can concentrate on p i 2 [mc; v]. Now suppose that there exists an equilibrium with p 1 = p 2 < v: Then the sequentially rational continuation for the buyer is
with beliefs
Then for any seller deviating to a price p i = p + " increases the expected pro…t from (p mc)=2 to (p + " mc)=2 as long as p < v: While at p 1 = p 2 = v, any deviation will reduce the expected pro…t. Consequently, we have p 1 = p 2 = v as the unique equilibrium in the market. Now observe that the equilibrium is unique with respect to the equilibrium payo¤s and independent from histories and realizations of the beliefs about mc: Therefore, in equilibrium this stage game equilibrium will be played in all market stages.
Such a monopoly equilibrium exists not only in our simple model but also in the more general search models with more sellers and buyers. The basic intuition goes back to Diamond (1971) . Introducing an in…nitesimally small search cost into an otherwise perfectly competitive market can make …rms become local monopolists.
The optimal search strategy is that a rational buyer should only search if his expected gain from search is greater than the search cost. Keeping the buyer's strategy in mind, a seller always has an incentive to charge a higher price than the other …rm as long as the deviation does not induce consumer search. For any price lower than the monopoly price, sellers have an incentive to raise the price, where the rise has to be smaller than c and the new price has to be weakly smaller than the customers'valuation. This deviation process continues until the monopoly price is reached. In equilibrium a uniform monopoly price prevails and the sellers neither have the incentive to raise nor to lower the price. Given our speci…c setup, the equilibrium price is at v; regardless of production cost and buyers'beliefs about them. This extremely simple model yields a sharp prediction, which greatly facilitates the comparison between the laboratory results and the theoretical prediction. It also provides a great environment for identifying the behavioral factors that play a role in asymmetric price adjustment, since the model predicts no adjustment at all.
The experiment
Our experimental design and procedure follows the theoretical framework described above closely. We set v = 100, c = 15 in the experiment. The marginal cost mc is set to 30 in the pre-shock phase. In the after-shock phase, v and c remain the same, while mc might change. Due to some exogenous shock, the production cost will increase from 30 to 50, decrease from 30 to 10, or may not be a¤ected at all.
Each of these three events is equally likely to occur. Therefore, the production cost in the after-shock markets take on any one of the three values (50; 10; 30) with probability one-third. Parameters and probabilities are made public in advance.
After the shock, the new cost value is announced to the sellers only. Given the realization of the cost shock we have three di¤erent treatments which we refer to as MC-Increase, MC-Decrease and MC-Constant, respectively. Despite the variation in mc and the resulting private information in the after-shock markets, the equilibrium prices predicted by theory (assuming fully rational and sel…sh agents) are constant at 100 in all treatments. The parameter values are summarized in The experiments were conducted at AdLab at the University of Adelaide. Subjects were recruited from university students in various disciplines and at various stages of their tertiary education. The experiments were programmed and conducted using Z-tree (Fischbacher 2007) . In total, 168 subjects participated in 10 di¤erent sessions with no repeated participation.
In each session, one speci…c treatment was randomly assigned. Subjects were given written instructions, which they had time to read before the experiments commenced. Subjects were randomly assigned their roles (seller or buyer) at the beginning of the experiment. Players'roles remained the same throughout the whole session. Each session consisted of 30 markets with 15 markets each in the pre-shock and after-shock phase. We chose typed-stranger matching in order to eliminate repeated-game e¤ects. Consequently, subjects were newly and randomly matched in a group of three (two sellers and one buyer) in each new market.
In each market, sellers had only one decision to make (i.e., set the price). After all sellers had set their prices, the buyers entered the market. The buyers each had one or two decisions to make depending on whether they decided to search or not.
At the end of each market, pro…ts were calculated and displayed to the subjects before a new market (after random re-matching) started. Sellers did not know the prices posted by other sellers in previous markets. However, information on whether the buyer had seen their price was provided in the pro…t-display stage. Between the two phases (i.e., between period 15-16), subjects were reminded that a cost shock might have occurred. Subjects were reminded of the potential states of the world (di¤erent marginal cost levels), the probability distribution over the states and the fact that the realized state would only be learned by the sellers. On average, each session took around 1 hour and 15 minutes, during which subjects earned about 19
Australian Dollars on average.
Results
While standard theory predicts a unitary monopoly price (at v = 100) in both preshock markets and after-shock markets, the experimental data paint a completely di¤erent picture. The two regularities observed in the data are: (i) the prices are dispersed and below the monopoly price; and (ii) although the prices adjust in the direction of the cost movement, the adjustment is much faster after a positive cost shock than after a negative shock.
In this section we establish these stylized facts by presenting the data on an aggregate level. A deeper analysis on the individual level, which aims at identifying the driving factors behind the deviations, follows.
Price dynamics
Behavior in the laboratory closely resembles the aggregate price dynamics identi…ed by empirical studies in real-world industries exhibiting the "Rocket-and-Feather"
phenomenon. This can be seen in Figure 1 , which depicts the average posted-price time series over 30 periods by treatment. In the pre-shock phase the three treatments essentially produce identical price time series. Not surprisingly, we observe similar price patterns in all treatments before the shock. The average posted prices all start at about 60 to 65 in period 1 and then slowly trend down to 55 to 60 in period 15. After the shock, prices adjust in the direction of the cost changes. This is in contrast to the theoretical prediction that actual prices should be independent of production cost. It is notable that the adjustment magnitude and speed in the positive shock treatment considerably di¤er from those in the negative shock treatment. The adjustment is instantaneous following a positive shock, while the same magnitude of adjustment takes at least seven periods after a negative shock. When the production cost remained unaltered, the price pattern in the after-shock phase is similar to that in the pre-shock phase.
The di¤erent adjustment speeds after positive and negative shocks can be seen clearly in Figure 2 . Taking the average posted prices in period 15 (p 15 ) as a benchmark, we plot the absolute di¤erence between the mean posted prices in each period after the shock and the mean posted price in period 15 (i.e., jp t p 15 j). 6 We see that average posted prices jump up immediately by around 14:5 units in the MC-Increase treatment, whereas the immediate average adjustment is only 1:3 units after a negative shock. Note that the magnitude of the cost shock is the same (20 units) in both treatments. The short-run adjustment overshoots when the production cost increases, as the average price deviation (from pre-shock levels) decreases after the initial shock period. In contrast, the short-run adjustment after a decrease in cost is sluggish; but prices generally decrease over time (until nine periods after the shock).
Despite the initially large gap in the adjustment speed, the size of the adjustment for positive and negative shocks tends to converge in the long run. In the long run about half of the cost changes are re ‡ected in the price, which means that the change in surplus is shared equally by sellers and buyers. These …ndings are further by …ve monetary units. This is the same in all three treatments. This shows how important search is for competitive dynamics, which tells us that search behavior after a cost shock is key to explain the price dynamics. Only if …rms who did not sell know that the consumer has seen both prices a sizable adjustment follows. As this can only happen if the consumer searched, over-all search intensity is important for downward movements of prices.
Price distributions and search
In order to understand the deviations from the theory predictions described above, we now investigate the data on a less aggregated level. Sellers set prices without knowing whether they are going to be seen …rst or second (i.e., p 1 or p 2 ). Therefore, p 1 is a random sub-sample of all posted prices: it is a good representation of all prices set by sellers. In what follows we plot the distribution of these free prices by treatment and period and also identify the prices which triggered search. This provides some insight into individual pricing and search behavior. After a positive shock, prices are naturally bounded from below by the new production cost (50). We therefore observe a clear upwards shift of the whole distribution, followed by buyers searching in more than 80% of the cases in the market immediately after the shock. The search intensity drops sharply in the next period for similar prices. This suggests that customers have concluded from their initial search that all prices have risen. Thereafter search patterns quickly stabilize at a low intensity. Consequently, there is no need for the sellers to dramatically revise their prices downwards in later periods with the e¤ect that prices also settle quickly after the shock. In stark contrast, we do not observe this dramatic instantaneous shift from the pre-shock phase to the after-shock phase, when the underlying production cost decreases. The price distribution gradually moves downwards and becomes more dispersed over time. 
Buyers'search rule
Having analyzed the sellers'pricing strategy, we now turn to a more detailed analysis of buyer behavior. In contrast to the theoretical prediction (zero search in equilibrium), buyers search in about a quarter of the markets. Note that given that prices are dispersed searching at high …rst prices becomes sequentially rational. Exit is not sequentially rational for any price below 100 though. We only observe irrational exit in 19 out of the 1680 cases.
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If our buyers all had identical risk preferences and were fully rational and held correct beliefs on the price distributions then we should observe a clean cuto¤ rule.
If the price is above a certain cuto¤ price for given beliefs everyone searches and for prices below no one does. Figures 3, 4 and 5 showed that this is not the case. We use a random-e¤ect logistic panel model in order to estimate buyers'search rules, allow for some heterogeneity and noise and to identify trends and cost-shock e¤ects. With the dependent variable being the probability of search our covariates of particular interest are:
Shock -a dummy variable to separate the after-shock phase observations from the base category pre-shock observations. P 1 Shock -interaction term of P 1 and shock.
T + t -a set of dummy variables for each period after 16 (i.e., t > 16) in the positive shock treatment.
T t -a set of dummy variables for each period after 16 (i.e., t > 16) in the negative shock treatment.
The estimated coe¢ cients and the corresponding marginal e¤ects are presented in Table 2 . 9 The results indicate that buyers seem to search according to a probabilistic rule that has the following properties:
1. Buyers'probability to search increases with the initial price (p 1 ). There is no clear universal cuto¤ price leading to a sharp increase of search probability.
2. Buyers follow the same probabilistic search rule in di¤erent treatments and periods before the shock, while after the shock the search rules di¤er across treatments.
10 3. After a positive shock, buyers' probabilistic search rule does not change in period 16. Facing a much higher p 1 than in previous periods, almost all buyers 9 The values of the independent variable at which the marginal e¤ects are estimated are given in the table in column "X". Some control variables (such as demographics), which we do not list here are set to their mean. 10 Models that include treatment dummies show no signi…cant di¤erence across treatments. ) is predicted at the speci…ed x and mean values of other control variables. * p-value<0.1; ** p-value<0.05; *** p-value<0.01 Table 2 : A random-e¤ect logistic estimation of the probability of search.
choose to search in period 16 and follow their original rule.
11 In period 17 the search rule of the subjects in the MC-Increase treatments changes. At the same prices buyers'search probability decreases by 0:08. This shift is persistent and can be seen by inspecting the marginal e¤ects for the dummies T + 17 through to T + 30 , which are all around 0:1. This means that the subjects'beliefs have been updated within one round of high intensity search. Therefore, after the initial search buyers believe that the price distribution has shifted upwards due to a positive cost shock and permanently adjust the search rule in period after period 16.
4. After a negative shock, with the exceptions of periods 17 and 20 the search probabilities at given prices are not signi…cantly di¤erent (on the 5% level) from those in the MC-Constant treatment.
5. The pure knowledge of a shock occurring does not change the relationship between prices and search probability, as the coe¢ cient on P 1 *Shock is not signi…cant.
These results together with the observed prices are clear evidence for adaptive searching. Consumers use their observations in previous rounds in order to form expectations about the price distributions. The observation of a high prices after a positive cost shock leads to lots of searching for the given search rule. Observing that actually the other price is also high once search has happened, lets consumers adapt their search rule in the MC-Increase treatment instantly. In the case of the MC-Decrease treatment, sellers slightly lower their prices once the shock occurred.
Consumers hardly search (given their adaptive search rule), which makes it hard to update that now prices should be lower. The search rule does not properly adjust.
In the MC-Constant treatment unchanged prices in the period after the shock and the adaptive search rule lead to business as usual for the subsequent markets. The asymmetric information injected into the market through the potential shock does not unsettle the market at all.
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6 Is bounded rationality the missing link?
In the previous Section we have established some important results necessary for explaining asymmetric price adjustment. We have identi…ed deviations in behavior from theory (like price dispersion and adaptive search rules) that are likely to be parts of the explanation why we observe asymmetric price adjustments. In this Section we want to see if we can tell a consistent story. For this purpose, we try to explain our data by using a noisy equilibrium concept capturing bounded rationality. In what follows we will use Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE) in order to test if we can explain the pre-shock data (price distributions and search behavior).
Later we will then use the same model to capture behavior in the post-shock phase, once behavior has settled after the shock. In the treatments MC-Constant we have conjectured that no real adjustment happens, whereas for the MC-Increase treatment we claimed that adjustment takes place entirely within the period after the shock. So we re…t the model for these two treatments' post-shock phases without the shock period and compare the parameters measuring the level of irrationality to those from the QRE for the pre-shock phase. In the MC-Decrease treatment we argued that the adjustment process takes longer. Therefore, we …t the model to the periods remaining after adjustment has happened and again compare parameters.
A comparison of the parameter values necessary for a good …t across all these situations then allows us to conclude if one model (here QRE) can equally well explain behavior in these di¤erent phases.
Explaining price dispersion with Quantal Response Equilibrium
Throughout the experiment we observe price dispersion and average prices well below the monopoly price. Following Baye and Morgan (2004) , who showed that price dispersion in Bertrand oligopolies can be explained by bounded rationality, we use Quantal Response Equilibrium to explain our data (Mckelvey and Palfrey 1998) .
In a Quantal Response Equilibrium (QRE) subjects play noisy best responses to each other. A player plays a mixed strategy, where the action with the highest density is the best response to the mixed strategies of all the other player. However, a player makes mistakes and also plays actions with positive probability, which are not best responses. The likelihood with which a certain action is played is determined by an error structure. Typically one assumes that the larger the payo¤ consequences of deviating from a best response the lower is the probability for such an action to be played. The two speci…cations dominating the literature are the extreme-value distribution of errors leading to an exponential choice function and the power-law rule introduced by Luce (1959) . We will use the latter.
First, for simplicity we assume that a consumer, once she knows both prices will choose the lower price with certainty, as it only happened in 0:5 percent of the cases that a fully informed consumer bought from the more expensive seller. Now suppose a …rm faces a search rule of the consumer that assigns a search probability to any price p observed …rst.
Furthermore denote the mixed strategy of the other …rm (i.e. the distribution of prices chosen) as i (p) with
The restriction on p 2 [mc; v] assumes that …rms never post a price that leads to a loss or that will never be accepted, as it would lead to a negative payo¤ for the buyer. Then the expected payo¤ of the …rm is given by:
where the …rst part in brackets is the probability of …rm i having the own price displayed …rst and being accepted without search. The second part is the probability that …rm i 0 s price is shown …rst, the consumer searches but then accepts the price of …rm i; as it is lower than that of …rm i: The last part is the probability that the other …rm's price is displayed …rst, the consumer searches and then accepts the price of …rm i: With a power-law rule …rm i 0 s price distribution becomes
The parameter i captures the level of rationality. The lower i the less noisy is the decision of seller i: If i ! 0 then the seller always picks the best response, while i ! 1 leads to the seller randomizing over all prices with equal probability. In a symmetric QRE we have identical price distributions for the two identical …rms and identical noise parameters, i.e.
Now turn to the consumer. Her pro…t from buying right away at the …rst shown price is
while the expected pro…t from searching is given by
In order to be able to use a power-law rule as above we have to transform the payo¤s, as the expected pro…t from searching at a certain price is negative for some p and . 13 We add c to both payo¤s, as this is the maximum loss possible:
Solving equations (4), (5), (6) and (7) simultaneously gives the desired symmetric QRE. Ideally, one would solve for the equilibrium and then use the data to estimate the irrationality parameters s and b : However, this is not feasible, as a closed-form solution does not exist. This same problem also prevents us from allowing for and estimating risk-aversion, which would be desirable (as e.g. in Goeree et al. 2002) . We use numerical methods to solve for the QRE for given irrationality parameters and then compare the resulting price distribution and search rule with their empirical counterparts. 14 Then we repeat this exercise with di¤erent irrationality parameters in order to decide, which …ts best. As the criterion we use a 2 statistic for the distance between empirical and QRE price distribution. 15 For the 13 One such situation is the equilibrium prediction where all prices are equal to v: 14 The Mathematica code performing the iterative procedure necessary can be obtained on request from the authors. 15 For the calculation we group prices into …ve bins in order to avoid cells with low counts. This search rule we de…ne a distance measure d; which is the weighted average absolute distances between empirical and predicted probabilities. The average is taken over all prices observed …rst and the weights are the frequencies with which the prices were actually charged.
Pre-shock phase
In what follows we show that the behavior before the cost shock can nicely be explained by QRE. Figure 6 shows the price distribution and search rule with a …tted QRE model and compares it to the empirical values. For the plot of the empirical price-distribution we smoothed the distribution using a kernel. The irrationality parameters that …t best are s = 0:5 and b = 0:24: 16 As expected the level of noise is higher on the sellers'side, as the decision to set a price is more complex than the buyer's task of deciding to search or not. Over all, we can conclude that the Diamond Paradox can be resolved if one allows for bounded rationality in the sense of noisy best-responding.
After the shock
Once a cost shock occurs subjects enter into a phase where the QRE is upset by the injection of asymmetric information. In order to explain the "Rocket-and-Feather" phenomenon of asymmetric price adjustment, we have to investigate how quickly is done for all treatments in order to allow for comparisons. 16 The distance measures are 2 = 34:64 and d = 0:094: a stable situation is reached in the di¤erent treatments. For this we look at the period when consumers have su¢ ciently updated their beliefs, such that a new QRE is reached. Ex post the estimated noise parameters can be used for some cross validation. If the noise parameters are similar to those we observed in the pre-shock phase then this is evidence for behavior having settled. Looking at how the price distributions evolved over time after the shock in the di¤erent treatments (Figure 4 and 5), suggests that in the MC-Increase treatment a once o¤ shift happens right away after the shock, without signi…cant changes in the price distribution later on.
From our estimation of the search rule ( Table 2 ) we see that the search rule also adjusts immediately after one period. This snap-adjustment seems to be driven by the buyers'updating in the shock-period. Almost all buyers reacted after observing a higher price with searching (more than 80 percent of buyers searched), just to learn that prices are now generally high. If this story of adaptive expectations leading to immediate adjustment is true then we should observe a new QRE in the MC-Increase treatment already from period 17 on. This shows that already from period 17 on (with only one updating period after the shock) a new QRE is reached. 17 The …t is even slightly better than in the pre-shock phase ( 2 = 31:71; same degrees of freedom; d = 0:094):
As expected, we observe that in the treatment where the price-shock did not change the marginal cost (MC-Constant) the QRE did not shift. As the marginal cost had not changed, the …rms kept their prices constant, adaptive consumers kept searching in the same way as before and not much changed until the end of the game. Figure 8 shows the QRE and the empirical price distribution and the search rule. The irrationality parameters are again close to the ones estimated for the pre-shock phase ( s = 0:67 and b = 0:27) but slightly higher, whereas the …t is much improved. 18 The slightly higher noise parameters stem from a somewhat more dispersed price distribution, which the participants in this treatment showed already in the pre-shock phase. The picture is di¤erent for the MC-Decrease treatment. The price distribution is only stabilizing around period 24 (see Figures 1 and 2) . Furthermore, the regression results for the search rule (see Table 2 ) show that there are large search spikes in periods 17, 20, and 23. So the search rule is also not stable in the periods before 24. So up to at least period 24 the adjustment to the cost shock is still ongoing and the resulting asymmetric information is not resolved yet. For this reason it is not sensible to …t the QRE model to the whole after-shock period. 19 Finally, we …t our model for the periods from 24 on to the end in the MC-Decrease treatment. This should give us some idea if the price and search-rule adjustment 18 We have 2 = 10:23 (same degrees of freedom) and d = 0:080: 19 Just to con…rm this, we …tted the QRE model for the whole period anyway. The …t of both the price distribution and the search rule is worse than in the other treatments and in the pre-shock phase. Furthermore, it seems only possible to either …t the price distribution or the search rule by varying the noise parameters. For a good …t of the search rule 2 gets very large (> 60), whereas minimizing 2 leads to a large d (> 0:11).
has taken place by then. Irrationality parameters in the vicinity of those in the pre-shock phase and the other treatments, would provide evidence for that. Figure   9 plots again the …tted and empirical price distributions and search rules. The noise parameters are again close to those in the other cases ( s = 0:43; s = 0:27); which gives us some con…dence in our claim that the adjustment has occurred by period 24. Also reassuring is the good …t, as one would expect that erratic behavior, which QRE cannot account for should take place less often in the …nal periods of the experiment. In this Section we have shown that the price dispersion arising from our experiments can be explained by QRE, a stochastic equilibrium concept assuming that players are boundedly rational and do not always choose best responses but play better responses with higher frequencies. Price-dispersion is a prerequisite for any price adjustment after a cost shock in our search environment. It also provides the necessary conditions for asymmetric price adjustment arising from adaptive updating by the consumers. We have also found evidence for our claim that the updating process after a positive cost shock happens immediately in the period after the shock, whereas due to the adaptive nature of the price-expectations of consumers updating takes longer when the shock is negative. Only after about seven to eight periods a new QRE occurs that has similar parameters as those in the other treatments and in the pre-shock phase. The observation that the pre-shock equilibrium virtually carries over to the phases after the shock, when the cost shock does not change 20 We have 2 = 20:68 and d = 0:060:
the marginal cost, shows that most …rms are not trying to exploit their information advantage by increasing prices when the cost stays unchanged.
Conclusion
We implement the simplest search model we can think of (with two sellers and one buyer) in the laboratory to study asymmetric price adjustment to cost shocks. The environment is designed such that none of the typically important ingredients used to explain asymmetric price adjustment is present. In our environment, the standard theory predicts the occurrence of a unique monopoly-price equilibrium for all periods and treatments. Tacit collusion is ruled out, as the model already predicts monopoly prices, while price dispersion as another potentially important driver of asymmetric cost shocks should not occur according to theory. Consequently, cost shocks should not have any in ‡uence and no price adjustment after a shock should occur at all. We observe persistent deviations from the equilibrium (i.e., price dispersion with prices well below the monopoly price) and asymmetric price adjustment (i.e., prices adjust immediately upwards after a positive cost shock, while the downward adjustment after a negative shock takes several periods). An analysis of individual behavior suggests that bounded rationality alone could drive the observed price dispersion, which is the prerequisite for asymmetric price adjustment in related theoretical models. Quantal Response Equilibrium does well at explaining behavior, which suggests that bounded rationality is an important factor for asymmetric price adjustment.
We also …nd evidence that, as suggested by theory, asymmetric price adjustment is driven by buyers'asymmetric learning process of the true cost after a cost shock. In our case the asymmetry in updating is not driven by heterogeneous buyers updating their rational expectations as suggested in most theoretical papers. Adaptive expectations of the buyers are driving the asymmetry: after a positive shock consumer search spikes (since prices have increased) and updating is immediate, while the lower prices after a negative shock reduce the search intensity. Sluggish updating allows the sellers to reduce the prices only gradually. 
A Experimental Instructions
(The instructions for all treatments are identical up to the show-up fee given (4, 6 or 8 Australian Dollars). With this variation we equalize earnings over di¤erent treatments, as cost changes alter the total surplus available.)
Thank you for participating in this experiment. Please read the instructions carefully. This is important, as understanding the instructions is crucial for earning money. Please note that you are not allowed to communicate with other participants during the experiment. If you do not obey to this rule we may exclude you from the experiment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. We will come to answer your questions individually.
The currency in this game is called E-Dollars. At the end of the game we will convert the E-Dollars you have earned into real money. The exchange rate is 100 E-Dollars = 2 Australian Dollars. You will also be paid a base payment of AUD 6.00 for your participation.
Your task
You will play a market game in this experiment. There are two types of players in the game: sellers and the buyers. You will be randomly assigned your role (either as a seller or a buyer) at the beginning of the experiment. Your role will be announced to you and …xed for the whole duration of the experiment. In each round we will randomly pair two sellers with one buyer. Each of the two sellers wants to sell one unit of a good which will cost the seller MC = 30 E-Dollars to produce and sell. The buyer wants to buy one unit of the good, which he values at V = 100 E-Dollars. The pro…ts for seller will be the selling price minus the cost MC if a sale takes place and zero otherwise. The pro…t of the buyer will be the valuation V minus the selling price. Your task in this market is to make as high a pro…t as possible (, the higher your pro…t the higher is your monetary payout after the experiment).
The trading environment
The game is composed of two decision-making stages: the sellers'stage and the buyer's stage. In the sellers'stage, the two sellers in the same group simultaneously set the prices in E-Dollars at which they want to sell. After both sellers have entered their selling prices, the buyers enter the game. In the buyer's stage, the buyer will be randomly given one out of the two prices o¤ered by the two sellers in the group.
Then the buyer can decide if he a) wants to buy from this seller at this price, or b) invest 15 E-Dollars to see the price of the other seller or c) to exit the market.
In the case that the buyer decided to invest C = 15 E-Dollars to see the second price he can then decide a) to buy from the …rst seller, b) to buy from the second seller, or c) to exit.
Your Pro…t
The round pro…ts will depend on the prices set by the sellers and the buying and search decision of the buyers. Depending on the type (seller or buyer) the pro…ts will be given as follows: a) Sellers:
Price(P)-cost(MC=30,initially) if the unit was traded zero if the unit was not traded Note that the production cost MC is only incurred if the unit is actually traded.
Furthermore, the production cost is initially …xed at 30 but may change during the game (see below).
b) Buyers:
Valuation(V=100)-Price(P)-searchcost if the unit was purchased zero-searchcost if the unit was not purchased Note that the search cost is C = 15 if the buyer invested in seeing the second price and zero if he did not.
Repetition and cost shocks
You will play 30 rounds of this game in succession. You will always play the same role (buyer or seller); but you will play with changing partners in your group.
The groups are newly and randomly formed after each round.
Recall, that the seller initially has production cost MC of 30. This cost stays the same for the …rst 15 rounds. In between rounds 15 and 16 there might be a cost shock (MC might take on a di¤erent value). Then the remaining rounds (16 to 30) will be played with the new cost. You will be given details about the cost shock on the screen once it occurs.
Summary
In this market game you will be a buyer or a seller. If you are a seller you want to sell a unit of a good, if you are a buyer you want to buy a unit of the good.
There are always two sellers setting prices simultaneously. They are paired with one buyer, who does only observe the price of one of the sellers initially. The seller of which a buyer sees the price is randomly determined. Then the buyer can decide to buy from this seller or to spend some search cost in order to learn the price of the second seller before making a purchasing choice.
Production costs are initially …xed at MC=30 and might change between rounds 15 and 16. This will be announced between rounds 15 and 16.
Again, please make sure that you understand the instructions clearly, as this is crucial for your earnings in this experiment. If you have any questions please raise your hand. We will come and answer your question. Once you are ready, we will play a trial period, which is of no consequence for your payout, after which you can raise your hand again and ask questions before we start with the 30 rounds, which will determine your earnings.
